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All-ages patient tag with tamper detection that is applied 
with a plastic band and retainer. The tags beacon once every 
12 seconds and have 12 months of battery life.

Patient Tags for Plastic Cut-BandsTotTags

Infant monitoring tag with dual tamper detection. The 
tags beacon once every 12 seconds and have 12 months of 
battery life.

Infant monitoring tag designed to be used with umbilical 
clamp on infants. The tags beacon once every 12 seconds to 
help provide accurate location tracking, and are available in 
single use, 3 month, and 12 month battery models.

Umbilical Tags

All-ages patient tag with tamper detection that is applied 
with a woven band and holder. The tags beacon once every 
12 seconds and have 12 months of battery life.

Patient Tags for Woven Cut-Bands

Tag that enables baby matching with any parent or item 
provided specifically for their care. The tag has a range 
of 30.5 cm (12”) nominal to infant monitoring tag. Can be 
paired with any infant or patient tag.
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Low profile asset tracking tag with integrated 
motion and temperature sensors. Available in two 
beacon speed models and variable battery life 
based motion activity - beacons faster in motion 
to provide more accurate location tracking and 
slower when stationary to preserve battery.

Low Profile Article Tags

Low profile article tag with tamper detection, 
motion detection, and temperature sensor. The 
tags beacon faster while in motion to provide 
more accurate location tracking and beacon 
slower when stationary to preserve battery.

Low Profile Article Tags with 
Tamper Detection

Personnel tag with real-time locating capability and push 
button to call for assistance. The tags beacon once every 
12 seconds and have 12 months of battery life.

Personnel Tag with Push Button

Staff monitoring tag with: 2 x programmable buttons, 
2 x LED indicators, audio speaker, accelerometer and 
motion detection sensor. On demand beaconing tag for 
staff working in potentially dangerous environment who 
require quick access to emergency response.

Staff Tags

Standard patient tag for adult patients that include location 
monitoring and elopement prevention. The tags beacon once 
every 12 seconds and have 12 months of battery life.

Patient Tags
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